“Beoraborn lay immobile on the hard ground. The poisoned orc-trap had numbed his limbs and put his heavy body out of order. He felt pain and frustration, knowing that since the trap had not been intended to kill, the orcs would soon be there to collect their prize. Beoraborn had always cared for the Kelvar, and in a silent prayer, he asked for their help.”

This skill has its use for those dealing with spells to summon or conjure forth creatures. A spell user with the Summoning skill has increased control over which animal or creature he summons forth. The Ranger, for example, using the Summon Guide spell on the Nature’s Summons base list cannot decide which type of animal that will arrive to guide him, but with the Summoning skill he may exert some control over the choice.

This skill is also used by Channelers and Evil Clerics summoning forth Fey or Demons using the Summons spell list. By default such summons are random in nature, but the Summoning skill allows the summoner to decide the exact type of creature and even a specific being if skilled enough (or rolling good enough).

Most summoned beings take some time to arrive, even if they arrive at the place semi-magically. The Summoning skill decide the time for the summoned animal to arrive. A better result mean quicker arrival.

• The percentage number to the right of this box indicate the arrival time in percentage of the maximum time.

Example: A Ranger summoning an animal using the Nature’s Summons list have an arrival time of 10+1d100 minutes. He rolls 50, giving exactly 60 minutes for the animal to arrive. A successful summoning skill roll (111+) cut the arrival time by 50%, i.e 30 minutes.

### Static maneuver modifications:

Open-ended d100 roll:
- 50 if the summoner is a known enemy of the species (i.e having routinely killed that species before).
- 20 if the creature doesn’t naturally inhabit the area (i.e trying to summon a polar bear in the deserts of Harad).
Varying difficult penalties for summoning specific entities (see the Summons spell list):
+10 if the summoner is a known friend of the species (i.e having healed several birds in the forest from injuries).
+10 if the summoned creature is common in the area.
+10 for proper equipment and preparations (i.e burning the black candles, having drawn a correct pentagram or meditating in the sacred glade).
+10 for knowledge of the true name when trying to summon a specific creature.

### Arrival time

Unless stated otherwise summoned entities arrive in 10 rounds multiplied by the percentage number according to the success of the Summoning skill roll. Some spell lists clearly state another arrival time, such as the Nature’s Summons (Ranger Base). The Summoning skill might still be used to cut arrival time.